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Hello, 

I want to add to my earlier comment, or comment again, on 4/15/20 Transportation
Commission meeting agenda item #9 - University Avenue reconstruction.

Repeating my earlier comment with an addition in ALL CAPS:

Overall I am in favor of this reconstruction plan. 

I want to comment specifically on the bike/ped bridge. 

That is an important feature of the reconstruction plan, as it is a busy, difficult and potentially
dangerous intersection for people walking and riding bikes to cross.

As a regular bike rider of this segment, I certainly expect to use and benefit from the bike/ped
bridge. I also understand that some people walking and riding bikes may prefer to stay at
grade. (And may need to, if crossing University Ave?) As long as there will still be good ped
crossings at grade, so non-motorized users will have bridge and at-grade options, I’m in favor.

Additional comment: ALSO, I UNDERSTAND THE EARLIER BIKE/PED BRIDGE
DESIGN HAD A CLOVERLEAF-CURVE RAMP CONNECTING IT TO UBAY; AND
THAT WAS REDESIGNED INTO MORE OF A HAIRPIN-TURN RAMP BECAUSE THE
VA REFUSED TO ACCOMMODATE. IS THERE ANYTHING CITY OF MADISON AND
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD HILLS CAN DO, TO GET VA TO RECONSIDER? THE
EARLIER DESIGN WAS CLEARLY BETTER. 

On a separate note, there need to be better bike facilities on the south side of University Ave,
and better ped/bike connectivity between north and south sides. Example, my 16yo son bikes
from home (Marathon Dr) to Supercuts (north side of University near UBay) and from home
to Bagels Forever (south side). But by completely different routes that avoid riding on or
crossing University. He gets to both via back streets off University. He doesn't feel like he
could easily bike between Bagels and Supercuts, because that would involve crossing
University.

Appreciate your work and look forward to this worthwhile investment!

Thank you,
Peter Gray
5042 Marathon Drive, Madison
phgray@gmail.com
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Overall I am in favor of this reconstruction plan. 

I want to comment specifically on the bike/ped bridge. 

That is an important feature of the reconstruction plan, as it is a busy, difficult and
potentially dangerous intersection for people walking and riding bikes to cross.

As a regular bike rider of this segment, I certainly expect to use and benefit from the
bike/ped bridge. I also understand that some people walking and riding bikes may prefer to
stay at grade. (And may need to, if crossing University Ave?) As long as there will still be
good ped crossings at grade, so non-motorized users will have bridge and at-grade options,
I’m in favor.

On a separate note, there need to be better bike facilities on the south side of University Ave,
and better ped/bike connectivity between north and south sides. Example, my 16yo son
bikes from home (Marathon Dr) to Supercuts (north side of University near UBay) and from
home to Bagels Forever (south side). But by completely different routes that avoid riding on
or crossing University. He gets to both via back streets off University. He doesn't feel like he
could easily bike between Bagels and Supercuts, because that would involve crossing
University.

Appreciate your work and look forward to this worthwhile investment!

Thank you,
Peter Gray
5042 Marathon Drive, Madison
phgray@gmail.com
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